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Ah, Sw eet Spring

UNH Team Bows
On College Bowl

were about to give up when they spied this
couple out along Madbury Road. Not wanting
to disturb their idyllic tete-a-tete in the
pines, Gallagher used a Nikon telephoto lens
tq catch this sure sign of spring.

Three Night Stand Begins For 'Noon Wine’
By Spencer Michlin
The Mask and Dagger will
aresent Katherine Ann Porter’s
tfoon Wine tonight, Friday and
Saturday at 8:00 p.m., at John
son Theater in Paul Arts Cen
ter. Professor John Edwards,
who adapted the play from
Miss Porter’s novel is the di
rector.
Noon Wine will be presented
in the “ Chamber Theater” form
jf dramatic art which utilizes
a, narrator to help explain the
inner thoughts o f the characters
as well as to help clarify the
story line.
The narrator retains the au
thor’s point o f view, and one
sees the action both from our
seats in the theater and through
her eyes. This form o f theater
O F F IC IA L N OTIC ES
P R O S PE C TIV E
JU NE
GRADUA’E S : Y ou are rem inded to check
arefully the tentative list o f gradutes, copies o f w hich are posted on
Jniversity bulletin boards.
S E L E C T IV E S E R V IC E
C OLLEGE
IU A L IF IC A T IO N Test. A p plicants fo r
his O P T IO N A L test are now avail,ble in Dean Gardiner’ s office, Thom pon 107. The score on this test m ay
>e used b y local selective service boards
is additional evidence o f aptitude fo r
ontinued deferm ent fo r graduate or
indergraduate study. A p plica tion deadine is M arch 27.
A R M Y R O T C . The first drill o f the
econd semester w ill be held at Memirial Field at 2 p.m . on Thursday, 12
Vpril 1962. Cadets w ill rep ort fo r
Irill with their individual w eapons,
beginning M onday 26 M arch 1962, the
Vrms R oom w ill be open fo r cleanng w eapons. H ours and days o f opsration in accordance w ith the pubished schedule.
W arren W . W itt, L t. Col. In f.
A ssistant PM S

was first devised by Robert S.
Breen, Associate Professor o f
Interpretation in the School of
Speech at Northwestern Un
iversity.
Adapted “Breakfast
At Tiffany’s”
Professor Edwards was clos
ely associated with Mr. Breen
fo r five years before coming
to UNH. During this period,
Mr. Edwards adapted a num
ber o f novels and short stories
fo r Chamber Theater, among
them Aldous H uxley’s Brave
New World and Truman Cap
ote’s “ Breakfast at T iffany’s.”
The present version of Noon
Wine was first performed in
August, 1960.
Essentially a tragedy, Noon
Wine centers around the hard
ships and petty triumphs of
Royal Earle Thompson, an
East Texas dirt farmer, and
his fam ily. Portraying
Mr.
Thompson is Andrew Robin
son.
Janice Flahive plays his wife,
and Mark Novotny and Robert
Marshall appear as their sons
Herbert and Arthur. William
Douglas plays the Swede, Hil
ton, and Robert Houle steps
into the role o f Mr. Hatch.
Richard Hopkins appears as
Burleigh, the lawyer, and the
neighbors are played by Maur
een Allard, Martha Berry, Syl
via Sundeen and Richard Hop
kins. Helen Moore, who ap
peared as the Narrator in the
original production of Noon
Wine recreates the role fo r us
here at UNH.
“Completely Sold”
As a part o f our Cultural

10 CENTS

Panel Agrees State Needs Broader
Tax Base To Meet Education Needs
By Steve Taylor
Two UNH faculty members
and a prominent state legisla
tive leader agreed last night
that a broader tax base must be
found to support New Hamp
shire’s education program in
general, and UNH in particular,
in the years ahead.
Speaking on a panel sponsor
ed by The Inuirers at Murkland Auditorium were Dean
David Knapp, Dr. Phillip Nicoloff, and Representative James

Photographer Bill Gallagher and a cou
ple of The New Hampshire’s reporters were
bombing around the campus Tuesday after
noon looking for some definite signs of
spring. They couldn’t find any pussy willows,
crocuses, or maple sugar operations, and

PRICE

Last Sunday night the UNH
College Bowl team was de
feated by the University of the
South by a score o f 120 - 25 in
a nationwide telecast from New
York City.
Virtually every TV set in the
Durham area was occupied by
students and supporters with
the hopes that UNH would emerge victorious in the intel
lectual battle.
Previous to the telecast UNH
lost by only five points in a
practice round with the same
school that they faced during
the show.
Captain, Bob Wheeler let the
scoring with two correct an
swers, but UNH failed on most
of their bonus points which
were based on opera melodies
and literary quotes. Other pan
elists were Barbara Cadrette,
Bill Lockwood and John Cable.
Students from the Univer
sity who attended the live pro
gram felt that it proceeded very
quickly due to the tension and
anticipation among the spec
tators. Those in the audience
who had not chosen a favorite
team were encouraged to do so,
and UNH gathered the larger
number o f supporters.
The team flew down to New
York
on
Friday and
at
tended the play “ Camelot” on
Saturday night, then part of
the night was spent prepping up
on St. Patrick’s Day questions
with the anticipation of receiv
ing some the next day.
In spite o f their loss to
Sewanee, the team had spent
many weeks of work in pre
paration and were a fine credit
to the University.

Exchange Program, Noon Wine
was previewed at Bowdoin Col
lege last Wednesday night. Dur
ing a long distance telephone
interview with Professor Char
les Quimby, head o f Bowdoin’s
Drama Dept., this reporter
heard Prof. Quimby’s very ap
preciative comments on the
play.
“ I liked the show very much,”
said Prof. Quimby, “ It is a new
form of theater as fa r as I am
concerned, and it was wonderful.
I had some doubts before the
A power failure this week
show, but I was completely sold
brought an unexpected holiday
on the play, and on Chamber
from classes for some UNH
Theater during the first act.
students on Monday. Several
“ The cast was uniform in ex classes were called o ff as all
cellence, so much so that it major campus classroom build
would be impossible to name any ings were hit with a morning
one actor as a standout. The long blackout.
Narrator did beautifully. She
Cause o f the power failure
kept moving and was never in was attributed to a malfunction
the way.
ing of a major campus trans
“ This is equally to the credit form er. Circuits leading from
of Mrs. Moore and Mr. Ed the transformer feed all build
wards, the director. Faculty and ings on the main campus except
student reaction have been ex the Union.
cellent, and I hope very much
The library-saw unusual vol
to continue this exchange pro umes of tra ffic as students
flocked to the building— “ to see
gram.”
Praise Has Run High
what it is like in the dark,”
Praise fo r Noon Wine has said one coed.
run high in the Bowdoin area.
Groups o f students huddled
The reviewer fo r The Brunswick near windows to take advantage
Record appears to have been en o f available light.
thralled by the production. _
An emergency generator was
“ A fine theatrical evening set up to power the University
was provided by the Mask and switchboard and communica
Dagger o f the University o f tions facility. Hood House gear
New Hampshire . . . As an ex ed its operations to the power
ample of Chamber Theater, in interruption without difficulty.
which a story o f fiction is pre
Power was restored to most
sented exactly as the author of the buildings by five o’clock
Monday afternoon.
(Continued on page 6)

Key Transformer Fails,
Campus Blacked Out

O’Neill of Chesterfield.
O’Neill, a Republican, has
served two full terms in the
House of Representatives at
Concord, and during the last
session of the Legislature was
Vice Chairman o f the House
Education Committee.
King No Show
Manchester Democrat and an
nounced gubernatorial candi
date John King was also sched
uled to appear on the panel, but
a last minute emergency pre
vented his participating.
The gathering, which was at
tended by close to a hundred
people, was originally billed as
a panel fo r the discussion of
the topic “ The Role of the
State University.”
A fter each panelist had made
introductory remarks, the aud
ience directed a volley of ques
tions at the participants. Quer
ies ranged from such topics as
the rapid turnover o f Univers
ity leadership to the role the
University should play in build
ing student “ character.”
Remarks from the panel on
the tax base topic came after
a question was posed by a fa c
ulty member as to whether the
state has adequate tax resour
ces to support education, espec
ially at UN®.
Roads, Not Schools
O’Neill replied that in his op
inion a change is needed in the
tax structure within the state.
“ The Legislature has done the
best it can,” he said, “ what is
needed is a broader tax base.
W e’ve got to find more money.”
He pointed out that New
Hampshire ranks fiftieth among
the states in aid to education.
The Granite State contributes
from state,funds about five per
cent o f the cost of public edu
cation.
This compares, he said, with
an average figure nearer to 40
per cent nationally.
New Hampshire ranks sixth

among the States in per capita
expenditures fo r road building,
the Chesterfield lawmaker add
ed.
He said that in both 1959 and
1961 the Education Committee
in the Legislature had been what
he termed “ sympathetic” to
ward the University’s needs, but
that the “ Appropriations Com
mittee held the purse strings,”
and had consequently been more
critical o f the University bud
get.
Legislature Friendlier
Dean
Knapp
supported
O’Neill’s views, saying that he
felt that the Legislature had
been extremely generous, but
that the real limiting factor had
been the present tax structure.
“ UNH has fared much bet
ter with the Legislative branch
o f the state government than
with the Executive branch in
recent years,” he observed.
M u c h discussion centered
around the suspicion of UNH
which is abroad in the state.
One questioner noted that the
image o f the University varied
widely throughout the state,
and that frequently this image
was unfavorable toward the in
stitution.
One o f the panelists in reply
noted that “ from the inform a
tion base that is available to
the people of this state, there is
something wrong at UNH” .
Dr. Nicoloff stated that he
felt that the University has an
educational job to do in the
Public Relations
O’Neill claimed that the Uni
versity still had a responsibili
ty to the- state and that criti
cism fo r criticism’s sake could
do little to improve the Univer
sity’s image.
Dean Knapp divided O’Neill s
responsibility concept into two
parts— fiscal and academic. He
said that the University should
' (Continued on page 8)

Dramatist Don Campbell
To Appear at St. George’s
A dramatic encounter with
people in conflict will be pre
sented at St. George’s Church
here Friday evening in a unique
performance by a young the
ological student.
Don Campbell, a student at
Union Theological
Seminary
who has had a wide background
in the theater, will present
“ Between Me and Thee” which
he terms a trialogue involving
playwright, actor, and audience.
The program is scheduled for
8:15 p.m. at the Church and is
sponsored by the Canterbury
Chapter,
Episcopal
student
.group.
Exploratory Thrust
Campbell has selected char
acters from the works of six
prominent authors and challen
ges the audience to “ talk back”
to them after he has probed
their views and presented their
questions in monologue.
The performer states that it
is his aim to provoke the aud
ience “ To further involve it in
a personal confrontation with
the problems revealed.”
He
calls his presentation “ an ex
ploratory thrust into the bar
riers we all erect to shut, out
God and man.”
Donald L. Campbell, Jr., is
a graduate o f Williams College
where he played in several mus
ical reviews. Last year in New
DON CAMPBELL
York he acted in “ The Talking
A ss” and was, during the sum New York. He has received wide
mer, a resident actor at the critical acclaim for his work on
Barn Playhouse in Stony Point, the stage.
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What’s Up
CHESS T O U R N A M E N T : Sponsored
by the Student U nion March 25-26 in
the Balknap R oom . Tournament w ill be
from 7-11 p.m. both evenings, with coffe e served from 8-9 p.m . Everyone is
invited to attend.
CAM PUS B O W L : Sunday, March
25, in the S trafford R oom , MUB,
A lpha X i Delta vs F'hi Mu at 7 :3 0 ;
KD vs SAE at 8:15 p.m . The public
is invited.
M A SK AN D D A G G E R : Tonight, to
m orrow , and Saturday night Mask
and D agger is presenting “ N oon W ine”

The Coop
44 Main Street
DURHAM, N. H.
WHERE
all Wise “ Cats” and
all Cute “ Kittens”
shop fo r
Luxuries plus necessities
Complete lines of
Gifts and Souvenirs

at 8 p.m . in the Johnson Theater, P A C .
Tickets are available at the Book
store or E xt. 270.
BLOOD B A N K : W ill be here again
tom orrow from 1-5 p.m . in the S trafford R oom , M U B. A ll those who have
given blood may do so at that time,
UNH
ROCK CLIMBING
CLUB:
Meeting March 26 in the U nion at 7
p.m.

Legislative Aides Discuss Congress, Public Policy
At 'Highly Successful’ Government Confab Monday

IFC Officers

The
UNH
Interfraternity
Council recently chose its offi
cers for the year 1962-63. Mem
bers of this year’s IFC elected
the following men: Whit Peart,
President,, Kim —
Kellner,, Ex
-------------ecutive Vice President, Roy
Whalen, Administrative Vice
President,
T om
Nedelka,
Secretary, and Harry Durgin,
Treasurer.
---------------,,. ,
printed’ an authorized f f l S S r f

By Harold Damerow
„
up Government Conference
?n Congress and Public Policy, held last Monday, accordmg to most observers, proved
highly successful.
Two Republican and two Hemocratic aids to Congressmen i lustrated the intricate workings
of
Congress, especially the
House of Representatives, always being conscious of their
party affiliation but treating
Congress on a level of friend y,
“ c ^ s X S K ' Admin-

M L rrs u “

speaker at the
-w o r d ^ t w a s t omiterdnfro m th e momtag p^nel session. -He disseventh
commandment.
The cussed the ways in which the
publisher was fined two thous legislature works.
He stressed the Congressional
and pounds.

L&M gives you
MORE BODY .
in the blend,
MORE FLAVOR
in the smoke,
MORE TASTE
through the filter.
It’s the rich-flavor
leaf that does it!
Gat wltfc t N G*ai*d
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HERE’S HOW MEN
AND WOMEN AT
56 COLLEGES VOTED.
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today, p te r iricess^rtlj?

problem of more and more complex issues. The Space Program or international Trade fo r
example, are complex issues
wj1jc]1 Congressmen find hard to
understand. The sheer volume
and mass 0f bj]is 0ften frustrates Congress. Since the grow^ 0£
executive, expertise
res^g jn Hie executive branch of
government, resulting in a loss
of
Congressional
initiative.
There is the danger that Congress will use the meat ax approach and clR bills arbitrarily,
" •
Congressional Reorganization
‘ ■ may ’he ineffective.
Act
ineffective. The
The
House structure does not make
fo r speedy passage of bills,
Furthermore the House is very
sensitive and proud of its Constitutional prerogatives.
Unsatisfactory structure and
insufficient help to analyze programs account for much o f the
difficulty faced by the House,
In the Senate, a few phone calls
are supposed to be sufficient to
ensure passage of a bill. Mr.
Prentice pointed out that there
is a distinct lack of partisanship in the Senate. Senators,
who in the public eye are protagonists, fraternize freely on
the Hill.
In the House important work
is done in committee, and committees jealously guard their
powers. The House is far more
deliberative than the Senate and
phone calls often do not accomplish their purpose.
_
Urban A ffairs Reprisal
Prentice looked at the defeat
of President Kennedy’s proposed establishment of a Department of Urban Affairs. He said

deliberative.
Committee
itiative between the legislature and
and the executive, Mr. Phillips work and reports in the House
pointed out that the level of have greater depth than in the
education in Congress is at Senate.
its highest in history,
Favors Bigger House
Philips then considered President Kennedy’s ability to get
He then came out with his
his
measures
through
theview that the House ought to
House. The Democratic Study be enlarged by about 100^ to
Group is made up of 125 Liberal 175 seats. He said legislating
Group acts as a service organi- was only half the function of
Kennedy Democrats. The Study Congressmen and that they also
zation on the background of is- act as a sounding board for consues.
stituents.
Althogether the PresidentWhen
thegovernment gives
can county on 160 P -K e n n e d y the rftizens problems, he.goes to

fe s s is a s

a majority. There are 100ac^s as an escape valve for
Southern
Southern Democrats
Democrats in the
tne pent
pent up
up feeling.
feeling. So
So far
far increasmcreasHouse^ including most of the ing demand for Congressional.
powerful committee chairmen, belp from constituents has led
who support the President less to larger and larger staffs,
than fifty' P «£ e nt of the tame.
It
&g .f Calkins would
l o r Kennedy to get a om
,
, allow the President
through the House, he must P
Senate to initiate polform a coalition. He can hope
have the House to conto pick up about 45 moderately
service functions
conservative Southerners, yet centrate on its sery
I
he still needs 20 Republicans. 20
tj
t
i s s u e s brought before
Republicans must cross party genW t0 issues ^ougnu oeioie
lines and support the President
•
in order for him to get his proCalkins pointed _ out that
gram across.
Southern Conservative DemoKennedy Record Underrated crats are quick to support PresIn light of this tenuous coal- idental programs when they can
ition majority in the House, Mr* gain a hand-out from such proPhillips finds the list of Ken- grams.
nedy bills passed quite impresHe aiso looked at the prosive. He lists the Area Rede- cess 0f spending money. There
velopment Act, Fair Labor Stan- are two steps involved, he said,
dards, Housing Act of 1961, The House must pass an authPeace Corps— altogether
his orization bill which is followed
Study Group has compiled a list up by aft appropriations bill,
of about 30 pieces of major The House is reluctant to give
legislation already passed.
up this two-step process.
Mr> Phillips, however, felt
T h * fovei(m aid program,
tliat the most important act of Ke„ ned| Wanted a multSyear
House was the enlarging of aDDrot)riations bill He did not
the Rules Committee, unplug- S v f ft The House allowed
bottleneck in getting ^ " W i l y e a r planning by pazfeated because, the House op- legislation on the floor of the •
inT1™raI1o'e authorization
posed a Department of Urban House. Conservative Democratic ,bi l f but still reserved the right
affairs but because Congress- Southerners and Republicans
^ ^ r o ^ r i k ^ t h e ~monev"necmen disliked the way the bill as kad f ormed a majority on the essarv on a yearly basis
such was brought before them. Rllles Committee, taking it upon
y
They refused to discharge the themselves to decide what bills
Senate Less Parochial
committee of its responsibilities ghould appear on the floor of
Charles
R. Foster, Legislat
giving it in effect a vote o f con the House and in what form.
ive Assistant to Representative
fidence. Prentice said how is
John T. Calkins, Executive Sidney Yates (D -Ill.), was the
sues are brought to the floor
often
decide* the *nh*emient Assistant
to
Representative last speaker of the panel. He
often
decides the subsequent Howard w> Robinson (R-N .Y.) felt that the Senate was more
vote.
was the next speaker and took national in outlook and not as
William G. Phillips, Staff Di
issue with the rules committee parochial as the House.
rector, Democratic Study Group,
summarized what made
U. S. House of Representatives,
was the next speaker. He dis ot the Rules Committee as an Congress tick by listing three
cussed the Political make-up of intra-Democratic party strug- criteria: (1) Procedure. He felt
that some of the procedures
the House and its political or
were antiquated, including senientation and also examined gifc:'
It was a fight between the iority rules. (2) Interests. The
some of the issues dealt with
chairman of the Rules Com- first role of a Congressman is
last y e a r.'
________________________
Congressmen
Better Educated mittee and the Speaker- o f the to come back home. He votes
There are 64 Democratic and House over who would allow £or Hie dominant interest in
36 Republican Senators; 262 bills onto the poor of the House,
district because if he doesn’t
Democrats and 174 Republicans
said. The addition of three ke won’t be reelected.
in theHouse of Representatives, members to the Rules Commitenlargement of
vet in eachtwo vear session of' tee would give liberal elements
He felt tftat enlargement oi
yet in eacntwo year session oi Committee a maioritv the House would make that body
o f h e g X t i o n w e r f fntroduced
N o ? Effective J
y'
more parochial than it already
Of these,only about 950 are
A more lfteral Rules Com- is. Co^reissmen would come to
enacted into law
mitte would be more sympathet- represent
single _ interests
On the question o f committee fc to President Kennedy’s pro- s t r o n g ^ lowering their freedom
structure and the issue of in- gram. He also added that the
•
..
attempt to unlock the log-jam
He pointed out that>if two
has not proven to be effective powerful interests _ within a
all the time.
Congressman’s consituency opEXPERT TYPING
Reverse
pose each other, the CongressHe examined the traditional man is free to vote his conLetters, Manuscripts,
roles of the House and the Sen- science,
Theses, Term Papers
ate. He said that the Founding
Personalities Count
Fathers had considered the
Shorthand
Next he looked at the human
House to be ruled by popular
Mim eographing
sentiment and expected it to be fluence the issues. In the in
equation in politics. Men inquite rash in its actions.
Bookkeeping
The Senate on the other had formal structure of government,
was designed to be slow and de- personalities matter. He looked
liberative. Today, the roles have at the failure of the Kennedy
been almost reversed. As had administration to secure an aid
430 Central Ave.
Dover
already been pointed out, the to education bill. He attribTelephone SH 2-1961
Senate quickly gets bills pas uted it to a lack o f strong
sed, whereas the 'House is slow leadership.
Also the three R ’s o f educa
tion helped to defeat any bill.
By the three R’s, Foster meant
“ reds, religion, and race.”
It was pointed out that Mr.
Foster’s
boss,
Congressman
Yates, is the Democratic can
Intersession: June 11 — June 30
didate for the Illinois Senate
seat presently held by Senator
One course — Three semester hours
Everett Dirksen, Minority lea
der of the Senate. The other
Summer Session: July 2 — August 18
Senator from Illinois is Paul
Douglass.
Two courses — Six semester hours
In the afternoon, from 2:30
Coeducational: Arts. Sciences. Education. Business
to 5 p.m., students and faculty
Write fo r bulletin, Worcester 10, Massachusetts
asked the UNH’s Washington
visitors questions.

Dover Sec. Services
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S eek "Sand, Sex, a n d Suds*

Fraternities Register 175 Air Society
Pledaes As Rushina Ends
S»

BiSsS||jj

Hears Talk bv UNH
_

0*1

lem m m 9 s Set ™r Trek South

®y Steve Taylor
became “ Lemmingsville” in the ed by such propaganda.
The Fort Lauderdale shenan
A group of relatively affluent Time article.
The twelve campus fraternities registered 175
Most of the UNHers plan igans last spring focused nat
UNH students this week are
new pledges for the rushing period ending March 7,
On Tuesday evening, March working on final plans for ning to make the trip south ional attention on the annual
next weekend insist the trip student migrations. A t Ft. Lau
Interfraternity Council president W hit Peart announ 13, the Arnold Air Society’s spring vacation trips' to Flor- will be well worth the expense. derdale students were arrested
guest speaker was Captain Ben ida.
ced recently.
Swett, USAF, now stationed at
The group, which represents Other students who have gone for drunk and disorderly con
These pledges were chosen
Also Peter Merrill, Noel A l Pease Air Base and a mem- several dorm and Greek units, before have indicated that the duct after hundreds of beer
from some 2 1 2 registered bert, Ken MacKinnon, Jay Eber- ber of a select B-47 crew. Cap will head at the end of next trip is a pleasurable experience, swilling youths had managed to
tain Swett related his back week for what McCall’s mag although some dissents to this tie up traffic and disrupt order
rushees. Peart noted that a ley, and Norm Burgess.
in the town.
azine this month calls “ sand, have been noted.
ground and experiences.
large number of freshmen rush
PHI KAPPA THETA
According to McCall’s, stu
McCall’s scores the parents
He graduated from the Un sex, and suds” in the sunny
ed this year without register
Peter Ballo, Gerard Bertrand,
for allowing their children to dents on these pilgrimages “ get
iversity of Arkansas ROTC .southland.
ing.
Donald Dean, Ronald R. Dean,
go on such jaunts: “ For sev violently drunk, disrupt traffic,
Program in June, 1955. He had
Go Wild
The pledges include:
Warren Dillman, David East selected flight training prior to
eral decades . . . Many parents act promiscuously, and in gen
A
press
release
received
at
ACACIA
man, David Federowicz, Paul
Stephen Bartlett,
Stephen Kenneatly, Robert Klimasewski, graduation and had completed The New Hampshire office last have been carrying on someth eral turn the towns and their
Bennett, Robert Berti, Lyman Peter Lloyd, Gregory Lyons, over 100 flying hours pri week from the national wom ing like a mushy love affair values upside down.
Meanwhile the Fort Lauder
Blake, Clifford Carroll, Roland Raymond McEachern, John J. or to receive his commission. en’s monthly outlines the thesis with their young.
dale Chamber of Commerce has
Tensed-up Neurotics
In September, 1955, he entered
Descoteau and Keith Dewey.
Moynihan, and Peter Strassel. flight training and, for the ben of its article with the headline
“ This is the generation of been pumping out news releases
“ Rioting college students go
John Dunklee, Deane Edmond,
PHI MU DELTA
efit of those present, he related wnd as parents shut their eyes parents that has been raising boasting new and broadened op
Roy Egan, John Gifford, Robert
Bradley Aiken, William Al- many interesting stories of his- to truth.”
its children in agonized fearL portunities for good times for
, Goss, Richard Gregg, Frank
lagier, Jeff Bergman, Barry flight training.
.
. ,
UNH students this week ap- under the totally false idea that the migrant pleasure seekers.
Hubbard, Allan Keener.
Included in the releases are
Upon receiving his pilot’s peared undaunted when shown to discipline a child will mess
Allan McLeod, Geoffrey Mul Bornstein, John Channer, Dick
ler, Janies Murray, James Nor Emerson, Frank Gould, Ray wings, he was assigned to the tbe McCall’s release, saying that him up psychologically and turn warnings that area police will
be enforcing beverage and con
ris, Bruce Osthues, Paul Pinet, mond Haddad, Charles Hardy, Strategic Air Command and their bathing suits and sports him into a Jack the Ripper or
duct laws strictly.
at
least
a
tensed-up
neurotic.”
David
Hess,
and
Thomas
Le
was
sent
to
their
Survival
shirts
were
all
packed
and
James Small and Frank WhitBrun.
When one UNH coed heard
Training School at Stead Air their transportation all arrangtemore.
this, she squealed with delight.
Steve Little, Bruce Malbon, Force Base, Nevada.
eci.
ALPHA GAMMA RHO
The best season for catching
He explained the purpose and
gome 0f the students will She and several friends will
David Baker, Gerald Courser, Richard Magnan, Gerry Mac
lobsters is in the early spring,
Paul Dunham, Richard Hopkins, Michael, Kevin Murphy, Barry training conducted at Stead and f jy to Miami while others are head south next Friday for a before they shed their shells.
planning to drive down. One week of sun, suds, ect: undauntArthur Hucksall, Donald Judd, Riddell, Richard Riley, Steve told of many humorous
dents that took place during this student pointed out that the
Harry Kenney, David Kenyon, Scully, and John Turner.
training as well as the serious advantage of having a car for
PI KAPPA ALPHA
William B. Leavitt, Robert
John Halsey, Earl Hanson, aspects o f the training. For the week in Florida outweighed
Oslin, and Yernon Thibodeau.
the benefit of the cadets who the nuisance of the nearly three
and Jeffrey Wood.
ALPHA T A U OMEGA
will be commissioned in June, thousand mile round trip.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Harold Barbour, David Bar
Cost of flying to Miami round
John Halsey, Earl Hanson, Captain Swett compared assign
rett, Sam Cady, Ronald Dimock,
Harold .Jewett, Paul Lamoureux, Raymond Chattrain, John Clif ments in SAC, MATS, ATC, trip out o f Boston is estimated
THE MOST UNUSUAL STORE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
Howard Larracey, William Mor- ford, William Dalton, William Fighter Command, and the at $120. The expense for drivganstern, Gary Nemetz, Jeffrey Douglas, Thomas Grasso, Ster many missile units that are now. jng to Miami is somewhat less,
but takes about twenty times
Reneau, Edmund Smith, John ling Hammond, Roger Judkins, being activated.
While still in high school, longer than flying.
Strobel, Len Wright, and Ralph and Robert Mark Keeney.
End In Vulgarity
James King, Lee Marden, Captain Swett began writing
Young.
poetry and over the years he
The McCall’s article, apparLynn
Morse,
John
Pappas,
Ron
KAPPA SIGMA
David Brown, Kevin Cowper- ald Pettee, Sherman Pridham, has written many fine poems for ently written with the colorful
Fine Quality at Factory Low Prices
which he has received literary ri0ts and hubbub of last spring
the wait, & Robert Desmarjian. James Rollins, Alfred Runge, acclaim. He recently published
in
mind,
says
that
Florida
re

Robert Sadlier, and Robert
LAMDA CHI ALPHA
a book of his poems, titled “ Bail sort towns are getting set for
A1 Brandt, Bruce Bumford, Walther.
Out” . The meeting was so well “ try anything frolics that often
SIGMA BETA
Bill Clark, Ed Clark, Frank Con
Portsmouth Mills Factory Store
received by members of the end in the vulgarity and vic
David Clark, George Craig,
rad, Charles Dame, James Egan,
Arnold Air Society that Cap
Maplewood Avenue, Portsmouth, N. H.
Brian Flanagan, Paul Girouard, Armand Francoeur, Allen Os tain Swett presented several iousness of youth riots.”
Time magazine last spring
David
Schriftgiesser,
Kirby Hannon, David Joslin, good,
of the members with autograph coined the word “ lemmings” to
David
Seavey,
Gardner
Spencer,
and Stanley Kowalewski.
ed copies
his poems.
apply to the college students
SPORTSWEAR FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
Paul Leavitt, John Lewis, Roger Thomas, and Roger G.
The meeting was closed'with who trek south each spring in
Tom Lyons, Jim Maguire, Fred Williams.
plans for the annual dinner search of sun tans, relaxation
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Martin, William Moore, Stuart
dance, to be held at Pease Air
John Andrew, Richard Colley, Base on March 24, and a dis and am usem ent. Ft. Lauderdale
Mauer, John Paschier, Ken Philbrick, Matt Poftak, and Bill Ross Deachman, Kenneth De cussion of the national conven
Vivo, Frank Gemme, David tion, to be held in Los Angeles
Redden.
Gobelle,
Michael
Gothreau, April 11-14. University of New
Larry Hall, Brad Keazer, and Hampshire Arnold Air Society
Jack Lapseritis.
will send 2 delegates with all
Richard
McKenney,
John expenses paid to the convention.
Prescott, Robert Quinn, Johri
Remick, Vito Russo, Robert Saw
Frank
Emmett,
yer, Uerbert Shaw, Sari Schroe- Blanchard,
Drive - in T h e a tre
Skin B racer’s rugged, long-lasting aroma is an ob
der, Stephen Virgin, and Charles Bruce Gilbert, John Gilday,
Rte. 16 Dover—Tel. 742-35591
Paul Harvey, Paul Larkin, Ron
vious attribute. But is it everything?
V. Wofmah.
ald Lucksinger, John McKinnon,
THETA CHI
FREE — NOW
After all, Menthol-Iced Skin Bracer is the after-shave
William Batchelder, Stanley Brian Poole, Frank Sweeney,
lotion that cools rather than burns. It helps heal
IN-CAR HEATERS
Peter VanBuskirk,
Kenneth
shaving nicks and scrapes. Helps prevent blemishes.
Wade, and Paul Wentworth.
Fri. - Sat. - Sun.
Conditions your skin.
Aren't these sound, scientific virtues more important
Audrey Hepburn
PORTSMOUTH
than the purely emotional effect Skin Bracer has on
George Peppard
8 J f \ t A S Special Limited
women? In that case, buy a bottle. And — have fun. IN TH E NEW N O N -S U P FLASK.
p|
HfY
Engagement
Mickey Rooney
a

Bomber Pilot

SWEATERVILLE, USA
Sweaters, Sportswear

Is th is th e only reason fo r
using Mennen Skin B racer?

Starway

COLONIAL

Breakfast at
Tiffany’s
also

Breath of Scandal
Sophia Loren

mw

M-G-lf - TOifTcIPLTAN f t r f #
199s PRODUCTION
m

presents

l i iO
HFTHE i
m

m

m

m

,

Continuous Eves, from 6:30
Sat. from lp . m. Sun from2
Cont. Daily — Open 1 p. m.
E. M. Loew’s

Cl v i C
Portsmouth, N. H.
N-O-W thru Tues., Mar. 27
2— Comedy Hits — 2
At 1:30 —- 5:25 & 8:55
Frank Sinatra— Dean Martin
Peter Lawford— Joey Bishop
in

SERGEANTS 3
In Color
And at 3:50 & 7:35
That Carry on Gang
in

Beware of Children
Starts Wed., March 28
Nominated fo r 4 Academy
Awards

Summer & Smoke
In Color
Geraldine Page
Lawrance Harvey

Franklin Tkeatrt

THURSMARCH 22
Fernandel
in
THE SHEEP HAS 5 LEGS
French
Shows at 6:30, 8:30
FRI.
MARCH 23
COMPULSION
Cinemascope
Dean Stockwell
Bradford Dillman
Shows at 6:30, 8:35
SAT.
MARCH 24
PICNIC
Color & Cinemascope
William Holden
Kim Novak
Shows at 6:30, 8:46
SUNDAY, MARCH 25
FRIENDLY PERSUASION
Color
Gary Cooper
Dorothy McGuire
MON.
MARCH 26
Ingmar Bergman’s
THE VIRGIN SPRING
1960 Oscar Winner
“ Best Foreign Picture”
Shows at 6:30, 8:30
TUES.
MARCH 27
THE THREE FACES
OF EVE
Cinemascope
Joann eWoodwax*d
Shows at 6:30, 8:30
WED.
MARCH 28
SEPARATE TABLES
David Niven
Burt Lancaster
Deborah Kerr
Shows at 6:30, 8:30
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N o A p o lo g ie s
Let there be no apologies for the UNH team’s
defeat on the GE College Bowl. The team did its
best in difficult circumstances, and for doing his
best no man need apologize.
People this week have said “ I told you so,” and
have been fixing the blame on the team, the fac
ulty, and just about everybody else connected
with the effort.
The blame, sadly, is closer to the student body
than anywhere else.
The question persists, however: W hy did we
lose to Sewanee? First, perhaps, we ought to ask
some other questions before trying to answer that
one.
Where is our student commitment to knowledge, culture, and intelligence as desirable acqui
sitions?
How many UNH students attend the Disting
uished Lectures, the faculty recitals, and the con
vocations?
How many watch Channel 11 in preference to
other video offerings?
W hat is the average number of non-reserve
books taken from the library per student?
How many regularly take in the exhibits at
PAC?
How many came out to take the College Bowl
qualifying test?
As long as our score on questions like these
remains as low as it is, we shall always be beaten
by places like Sewanee.
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®fje J 2eto Hampshire M o r e
ay

‘Serving Durham Since 1911

Letters to the Editor
Stu d e n t U n io n C om m ents
To the Editor:
Now that the University of
New Hampsire has appeared on
the General Electric College
Bowl, we feel that it is time
to explain our reasons fo r help
ing to sponsor a team from
UNH.
This interest in the program
was an outgrowth o f the cam
pus interhouse competition and
of contact with personnel of
the General Electric College
Bowl.

As a result of our appearance,
the University scholarship fund
has been increased by a needed
$500. The University also re
ceived good publicity by means
of the film of our campus shown
during this program
Aside from these material
gains, the selection, training
and appearance of the team
united the faculty and students
concerned in these efforts.

Without this unification it
would have been impossible to
carry out these endeavors. It
The G. E. College Bowl pro also stimulated a common inter
vides the means fo r competi est among the entire student
tion between colleges on a non- and faculty bodies.
athletic basis. The program
does not profess to serve as an
To those people, i. e., Mr.
indication of intelligence but
Zanes and Mr. Desmarais, who
rather emphasizes quick recall feel that this endeavor was not
of specific facts by team mem worthwhile, applications are
bers.
still being- accepted for mem
bership in the Student; Union
A prime objective is not Organization. Y o u r
“ better
necessarily bettering o n e ’s ideas” will be welcomed!
store of knowledge. Yet the pro
gram does put education and
Board o f Governors
knowledge in the spotlight.
Student Union Organization

H o o d H ouse N o t "A n im a l H o sp .”
To the Editor:

Proof of Sagging
Student Senate Prestige

To the Editor:
The purpose of this letter is
to clear up a couple of points
that you characteristically mes
sed up in last week’s editorial
on the Student Senate.
You did manage to accurately
report that the Student Senate
Meeting on Friday, March 9,
was a special meeting. By its
very nature a special meeting
is called at such a time that
not all those who would like
to attend are able to do so. I ’m
sure you know what I mean
from your own experience with
special events.
You were invited by the Univesity o f ' New Hampshire
Board of Trustees to attend the
dedication ceremony of the El
don L. Johnson Theatre. You
were not there. Nor did you
have the courtesy to regretfully
decline the invitation.
On another occasion, I per
sonally invited you to attend
the Student Testimonial Dinner
for President and Mrs. Johnson.
I asked you to attend, first as
a student, second as a reporter.
I was there. Where were you?
You had other commitments?
Well so did a number of Stu
dent Senators at the time of
the special meeting.
19 out of 35 housing units
and the commuters were re
presented at that meeting. 37
out of the 58 enrolled members
of Student Senate were there.
For 50 minutes the proposed
rule amendments were discus
sed and examined before the
Senate
unanimously
passed
this motion:
“ Whereas the two amend
ments do not further restrict
the rights of the student, but

rather reinforce those rights,
I therefore move that the UNH
Student Senate voice its ap
proval of the proposed amend
ments to Student Conduct Rules
10.21 and 10.31.”
Where in the above resolu
tion can you find support for
your statement that; “ . . .
when it came down to a vote
on the resolution which in effect
urged defeat of the proposed
rule, not a single nay was
heard.” ?And may I further point out
that all Senate Meetings are
open to any student who wishes
to attend and express his opin
ion on any matter brought be
fore the Senate.
You were present at that
special meeting, Mr. Tjaylor.
You were free to express your
opinion on the matter before
the Senate. You did not. Pos
sibly you don’t have an opinion.
Mr. Taylor, if you were irked
by my statement to the Senate
that due to your presence any
one who did not want to be
misquoted had better not speak,
you have no reason to be irked.
If you were offended when, as
an
additional precautionary
measure, I asked you not to use
any direct quotes from the meet
ing, you have no cause to be o f
fended.
Your editorial of last week
will more than point out the
need for my warning, for al
though you did manage to avoid
misquotes, you certainly stayed
in character by preverting facts
and truth to suit your own
questionable purpose.
Karl Van Ledtje
President
Student Senate

The personal and medical at
tention offered to the students
can be considered nothing but
outstanding. The nurses and. at
tendants are always cheerful
Do our students want to be intellectually stim
and pleasant, even through
ulated ?
under much pressure and re
This excursion in mud slinging supports the thesis of this
newspaper’s editorial last week — that something, needs to be
This week I spent five days sponsibility.
W e have heard it said that a criticism of the
in our Hood House infirmary,
The doctors are f^r fore ef.fi- done to restore prestige to the Student Senate.
proposed Honor Program is that it is just going
and I feel qualified to comment ecint and conscientious than I
Arguments on the Senate floor at the meeting on March 9
on its operation. I’m addressing ever believed possible. I think
to produce a bunch of intellectuals. Help ! Intel
this to the students who refer that the Hood House staff is both favored and opposed the then pending conduct rule. There*
lectuals !
to Hood House in its well- to be congratulated on the fine fore, one might have assumed that when a vote was called fo:
known derogatory terms men job it is doing in spite of ad upon the motion Mr. Van Ledtje lists above there would hav<
Let there be no blame placed on our College
tioned above. Many freshmen verse campus opinion.
been votes cast both for and against the measure.
Bowl team. Let there be no apologies made for
gain an actual fear of Hood
House from the talk of upper
There weren’t any nay votes at all, however. In fact, the chai
Tommy Dietz
anybody or by anybody.
classmen.
Alpha Gamma Rho
had difficulty in getting someone to second the motion in the firs
Let the student body take the blame.
place. So the contention that the Senators didn’t represent thei
housing units is still valid, regardless of the wording of th
— Taylor
motion. There was one young man at the rear of the Senat
To the Editor:
gests, would be absurd. One can chamber that afternoon who spoke very critically o f the ne
advise UNH and other colleges
I would like to make what to use more descretion in the conduct rule, but he didn’t say nay when the vote came. Wh
Views an d Reviews
not, Mr. Van Ledtje?
I hope are final remarks about future.
the GE College Bowl and Mr.
The December 7 issue of “ The New Hampshire” carried
Jackson’s article in last week’s
As a tax-supported institu story about the student testimonial banquet for Dr. Johnso:
The New Hampshire.
tion, there are available to us The editor was there and wrote the story. The editor expressej
By Spencer Michlin
the invalid Mrs. Thompson, and
Mr. Jackson says that it is many more proper sources of regrets about not attending the dedication ceremony at PAC
obert Marshall and Mark No- ridiculous to question a decis- income. Most o f these involve
What are the ingredients of
the state as a neutralizing a- the appropriate people shortly after the event — a person;
successful theater? First, I sup votny are creditable as her sons ion already made and that sup- gent. One source would be for
emergency prevented his attending.
Arthur
and
Herbert.
The
charport
fo
r
it
is
what
was
at
issue,
pose, would come the play, for
the state to tax industries (GE
acter
_
roles
of
Mr.
Hatch
and
This
argument
reverses
traMr. Van Ledtje’s position is tenuous when it comes to chargi
without good material from
included) in a truer proportion
which to work, the project is Burleigh, the lawyer, are deftly ditional democratic procedure, to their wealth. Industries now dereliction of duty. A couple of points come to mind which t
doomed from the onset. Next played by Robert Houle and The whole basis of democracy only contribute some 8% of student body might be interested in:
rests on freedom to criticize a
would come the director and Richard Hopkins.
Thornton Wilder once wrote decision. Support o f a decision the total state revenue. This
“ The New Hampshire” drew up a new constitution in Apr
cast, followed by the set des
personal income comes from in
1960.
This was subsequently approved by the Board of Trust
igners, lighting men, wardrobe that the narrator in Our Town jg a duty, however,
dustries. Recent articles have
should be “ comfortable as an
people, etc.
old shoe.” It would seem both
I questioned the “ wisdom of revealed that property taxes and with that approval the paper has been publishing since. T1
But even when a show has unflattering and incorrect to participating” and the “ wisdom fo r industries are notoriously Student Senate likewise was supposed to approve the constitute
the finest help in each of these compare the narrator of Noon of accepting money from such low.
but when the present editorial board took office last Ap:
fields, it is still unsuccessful if Wine, the charming Helen a source.” I quite agree that the
The proper solution to ed nothing had been done at all.
it lacks that undefinable some Moore, to such a mundane ob- members o f the faculty and in
financial problems
Mr. Van Ledtje this fall conceded that the Senate constitute
thing that theater people call ject, but one can see a little o f terested students should sup- ucational
“ magic”— the
catalyst
that what Mr. Wilder meant.
port a project decided on by lies, not in risking our integ committee had been lax, and said that the student paper mig|
rity in commercial projects,
welds all of the results o f all
Mrs. Moore seems like an old the administration,
expect this year’s Senate to approve the charter.
the talent and hard work that friend, and we are most acT .
, but in support of government
That was the last anybody ever heard o f that.
has gone into the production customed to having' her around
Mr. Jackson compares Col- efforts to do something about
and gives realness and whole from the very beginning o f lege Bowl money with founda- these problems.
The president of the Student Senate is supposed to appo
ness to it.
the play. She is all over the ti.cn grants* These are entirely
Finally, the moral test that a member of “ The New Hampshire’s” Board of Governors
Noon Wine has that magic. fine, split-level set, wherever the different matters,
Mr. Jackson applies I find most
It is apparent throughout the action is— yet she never gets
“ The New York Times” des- unfortunately. Because GE is represent the student body. This Mr. Van Ledtje promised to
in September.
entire producation. The viewfer in the way. Mrs. Moore is re- cribes foundations as “ instrusees how much the cast, as re creating the role she originated nients for contributing private accepted by a majority is no
But in early March, with the election of a new editor a li
reason
for
us
not
to
question
presentatives of the author, di at the play’s first performance wealth to public purposes.” A
rector and the entire company, in 1960.
foundation grant usually comes the morality of accepting its more than a month away, Mr. Van Ledtje had done nothing al
money. Majorities have accepted the appointment. IHe said he couldn’t find anybody to take
believe in what they are doing,
Technically, it is a very sound with few or no obligations to
things like race prejudice, gen post.
and he believes in it too.
show. The lighting is excellent, the contributor,
ocide, the Cuban invasion, and
Andrew Robinson is loud, and covers a wide range, from
On the other hand GE Col- will accept the resumption of
It is significant that the first three students subsequei
loutish and boorish as the loud, the glare of Texas afternoons, lege Bowl is an instrument for nuclear testing. The majority
contacted
by the Editorial Board of this paper all express
loutish and boorish Mr. Thomp through a sunset, to bright selling GE products. In return
can not be wrong, but is often willingness to serve on the Board of Governors. The t
son. He blends this boorishness moonlight. There is a fine bal- fo r an agreed upon sum, UNH immoral.
with a curious kind of introspec ance to the entire show between agreed to help in this endeavor,
names were promptly submitted and the Senate leader sheepi:
When one totals the mantion which is made believable indoor and out-door scenes, acThe sickness of our society as made an appointment.
only by an excellent perfor tion and talk, humor and pathos, hours put in by students and pointed out in The Affluent
The claim that a spirited contest for the Senate preside)
Although the pace * drags faculty on the project, GE got a Society, The Organization Man,
mance.
Bill Douglas is superbly con noticeably midway through the great bargain. These people The Status Seekers, A Nation will restore a degree of prestige to that body looks better
trasted to him as Helton, the second act, it picks up as the worked for next to nothing. The of Sheep, and The Lonely Crowd day.
same time put in even at the indicate that new social and
laconic, stammering Swede. A play nears its chilling climax.
So long as Senate leaders can do little more than vaguely
In a word: a credit to the going rates for student labor economic standards are needed.
difficult role at best, Helton is
sympathetically and artfully director-adapter Professor John would have yielded more than If the colleges of the nation about the “ questionable purpose” of a student editor, ther
C. Edwards, and recommended- $500 for our scholarship fund, do not lead the way, who will ? little hope for a meaningful and effective Student Senate
handled by Mr. Douglas.
Janice Flahive gives a very seeing for all who like the j To return the money after all
— Edil
Ralph Desmarais
sensitive, moving portrayal of theater or would like to like it. this labor, as Mr. Jackson sugI’d like to take this opportun
ity to comment on our studentnamed “ animal hospital” , its
“ animal doctors” , and its “ little
pink sugar pills.”

Last W ord From R alph D esm arais

"N oon W in e ” Has That M agic
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M usic

65 Cents

BY JURGEN KRUGER

By Larry Jasper

Combined Efforts
Joyce Zei and Donald E.
Steele will present a duo piano
recital at the Johnson Theatre
o f the Paul Arts Center Sunday,
March 25 at & p.m.
Two well known concert ar
tists o f the University will
combine their efforts in this
piano recital. Mrs. Zei has ap
peared in Faculty Chamber
Concerts and has been the ac
companist on various occasions;
Professor Steele has appeared
earlier this year in his own re
cital, as member of the Faculty
Trio, and as soloist with the Un
iversity’s Symphony Orchestra.
The program for this Sun
day evening will include the
Sonata in D, K 448 by Mozart
and an Andante by Johann Seb
astian Bach. The first half of
the program will conclude with
the Suite Champetre by Vittorio

Rieti in
three movements:
Bouree, Aria et Ecossaise, and
Gigue.
Vittorio Rieti is a contempory composed living in New
York City. The Suite Champetre
was written in 1948. Professor
Steele calls the Suite an exam
ple of bitonal music with a mod
ern conception of harmony.
The final selection on the pro
gram will be the “ Variation on
a Theme by Beethoven, Op 35”
by Saint-Saens.
The concert is free of charge,
and the public is cordially in
vited.
May this notice also serve as
a reminder that on Thursday,
March 29 Leonard Rose, Cellist
will be featured at the final
concert of the Blue and White
Series. Program notes will be
published at a later date.

Compulsion: (Fri.) This is
an adaptation from Fannie
Hurst’s novel by the same title.
It deals with the historic LoebLeopold murder case of 1924.
Bradford Dillman and Dean
Stockwell star as the conspira
tors in committing the perfect
crime. Orson Wells turns in an
excellent performance as the
defending attorney for the two

law students. Although the main
emphasis is on the courtroom
drama, this is excellent along
with the action scenes leading
up to it. Both acting and photo
graphy are excellent. 3.3.

i'A k r .B i J P l v l i

Kim Novak. Their attraction
for each other lies in their sense
of lonliness. Rosalind _ Russel
puts in a highly effective per
formance as a lonely spinster
schoolteacher who dreads grow
ing old. The show is skillfully
acted and directed and the all
over effect is a much more
“ real” presentation than most.
3.5.

Picnic: (Sat.) William Holden
stars as a crude drifter who
Friendly Persuasion: (Sun.)
wonders into a small Kansas
and
Dorothy
town to visit a college friend. Gary Cooper
Before the day is over he has Mcguire star as the parents in
won the friend’s sweetheart, a Quaker family around the

1860’s. Set in Indiana the show
features several dramatic or
comical incidents as one or more
o f the family succumb to sports
such as gambling or racing
which the fam ily considers evil.
The last few reels are sepecially dramatic as Anthony Per
kins, the son, decides he must
join the home guard to defend
against the Confederates. 3.1.
The Virgin S prings (Mon.)
This may well be one of the
most talked about movies being
brought back for the repeat
(Continued on page 8)

LU C K Y S TR IK E
presents:
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A Papal Bull
When battle rages fierce among nobility,
The Pope must enter with a plea
To stop the glut of esoteric verse,
And use my Papal Office to coerce
The peerage and O. P. P. to repent of poetry,
To choose some other form in which to howl,
And sign thir real names when they growl.
Let them, therefore, turn to prose
And become epistlers in the tradition of those
Who discussed the G. E. College Bowl.

ft

PARENTS’
WEEKEND”

“ W e w anted you to be the firs t
to know , M o th e r .. .M other? M other?”

His Holiness

Young Dems Hear Romoser Tueday
The UNH Young Democrats
held an organizational meeting
Tuesday evening at which the
group discussed means for get
ting the club back on its feet
in both membership and activi
ties.

members are at work on a
schedule of possible speakers
fo r club meetings. Invitations
will be going out soon to key
party figures throughout the
state to appear before the
group.

Paul McEachern acted as
chairman pro-tem and outlined
possible methods of expanding
the club’s membership. He sug
gested various techniques, in
cluding the use o f class room
announcements, newspaper pub
licity, and poster campaigns as
ways o f boosting student inter
est m participation in Demo
cratic activities.
Next Tuesday the Young
Democrats will hear a talk by
Dr. George Romoser o f the Gov
ernment department in an open
meeting to be held at Memorial
Union at 3 p. m.
McEachern indicated at the
meeting that he and other club

Among those the club is con
sidering extending invitations
to are John King, an announced
gubernatorial c a n didate. At
least two prominent figures
have indicated willingness to
appear before the group al
ready— Somersworth publisher
John Ballentine, a Republican,
and Atty. John Driscoll of
Portsmouth.

TH E N E W H A M PSH IR E
Published weekly throughout
the college year
hy the students o f the
University o f New Hampshire
Entered as second-class m atter at
the post office at Durham, New
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WANTED
Riders to Ft. Lauderdale
Leave March 30
Call 742-1066
$30 Round Trip

Meet Your Friends

ROBERT P. ALIE
Doctor of Optometry
Hours 9-5 and by Appoint
ment. Closed Wednesday.
476 Central Aye.
Dover
Telephone SH 2-5719

G R A N T ’S
A Durham Institution

C H A N G E T O L U C K IE S a n d g e t . s o m e ta s te f o r a c h a n g e !
©

A.r.Ohi

Product of

d m & u eait

— cfodaeeo- is

our middle name

Since 1916

Now Serving—

Charcoal Broiled
Foods
For your Eating
Pleasure
Whether It be steaks, chops,
or just a hamburger,
You’ll enjoy your meal
cooked the modern way.

at

La Cantina

BREAKING THE ICE FOR DAD. When Dad comes to visit, help him bridge the
years with questions like this: “ These old ivy-covered buildings never change,
do they?” “ Say, aren’t those girls the cat’s meow?” “ Dad, do you rem em ber how
great cigarettes used to taste?” Then inform your Dad that college students still
smoke more Luckies than any other regular. He will realize that times haven’t
really changed. H e’ll be in such good, youthful spirits that he’ll buy you a carton.

Eyes Examined
Prescriptions Filled
Prompt Service on
Repairs of All Types

BRUCE GRANT, Manager
UNH 1949

UNH Students do their Dry Cleaning
and Laundry while they Study
AT

Durham laundercenter
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Strong Pitching
Swnseymen’s Key
Alm ost a complete new team
will usher in Coach Hank
Swasey’s forty-first baseball
season at UNH.
The only starter back from
last season, with the exception
o f pitures, is catcher Bill
Flint who this year will be shif
ted to the outfield.
•As has been the case in re
cent years, Swasey will have
to count heavily on last year’s
frosh squad. This season’s pro
bable starting lineup will in
clude four sophomores, with
Dan Serieka and catcher, Steve
Camuso at first base, Pete Mer
rill at second and Tom Gramatikas at shortstop.
Rounding outh the first squad
will be Larry Lomczek, a mem
ber o f the ’60 squad, at third,
and outfielders Ken Wade,
Flint and Charlie Mathews, a
transfer from Rollins College
in Florida.
The pictching department is
probably the most promising
part of the whole team with
fou r lettermen returning in ad
dition to four sophomores.
Bob Fortier, Barry Nordlinger, Win Hilton and Carl LeDuc are expected to carry the
pitching load this season fo r
the Swaseymen. Also expected
to see action are sophs Nick Ide,
Bruce Nowak, Dick Hill and
Lynn Morse.
- Utilitymen Jim Twombly and
Bruce Misiaszeck will also be
called on by the veteran coach
as both can play infield and
outfield.
Final cut of the 25 candid
ates will be this week. Swasey
expects to keep 18 men this
season.
Assisting Swasey this year
will be Joe Manzi, centerfielder
on last years’s club.

The
Durham Bull
with
Pete Randall

The Durham Bull, otherwise known as
Pete Randall, gets the latest dope on UNH’s

year,

baseball possibilities from veteran diamond

short time ago.

ing the Wildcat varsity for the last time this
having

mentor Hank Swasey. Swasey will be coach

(Photo by Bill Gallagher)

Scabbard and Blade Meets
Dr. Theodore G. Metcalf, A ssociate Proftssor o f Bacteriology, was Scabbard and Blade’s
guest speaker at the society’s
last meeting.

announced his retirement a

Dr. Metcalf talked on his
military
experiences
while
working with the British, Canadian, and American biological
warfare services at Fort De-

trict, Maryland.
The objectives, characteris
tics, and an appraisal o f bio
logical warfare were the main
topics o f discussion. A t the
next Scabbard and Blade meet
ing on April 17, M ajor John
D. Hammond will be the guest
speaker.

CARS FOR EVERY FAMILY, EVERY BUDGET, EVERY TASTE
.Chevrolet Want

to pull out
all stops—except price? The Jetsmooth Chevrolet serves up spacious,
gracious interiors, Body by Fisher
craftsmanship, Jet-smooth ride, new
V8 vinegar or 6 savings—and more.
On the ferry: an Impala Sport Sedan.

Chevy II

Hungering for a car
that’s lovely, lively, easy to park
and pay for? Chevy II is all that, all
right—and also winner of Car Life
magazine’s award for Engineering
Excellence! Parallel to the shore:
a Nova 1+00 l+-Door Station Wagon.

Corvair

If you spark to sporty
things this one ought to fire you up
but good. With the engine weight
astern, the steering’s as responsive
as a bicycle’s and the traction’s
ferocious. As for the scat—wow! At
the ramp: the Monza Club Coupe.

The continued warm weather
this past week has made the
Durham Bull extremely restless
and anxious to get outside and
watch his favorite teams in
action, that is the UNH varsity
squads.
I wish I could be speaking
for all of the campus instead
of just myself. The lack of
support that UNH students
show fo r the spring sports . is
pathetic. This includes not only
participation but also spectator
interest.
The baseball team, supposedly
the national pastime, only has
25 men out for the squad. The
track team is lucky if it has a
total o f 40 men with both fresh
man and varsity teams com
bined. The Lacrosse team usu
ally has about 35 men but even
this is a small' squad from which
to choose a team.
I f we could have 50 men out
for all o f these spring sports
(50 men out of approximately
2000) we would have no trouble
in competition with other New
England colleges.
If Paul
Sweet had 50 men out for spring
track every year, we would
never have a losing season.
The same is probable true fo r
baseball.
The spectator situation is
even worse.
The only class
with any spirit on campus is
the freshman class and they
usually lose it shortly after the
football season..
A t the UNH baseball games,
there are usually more people
in the dugout than there are
the stands. A s fa r as track is
concerned, the visiting team
usually has more members than
UNH does spectators. Granted,
the lacrosse team does draw,
better than the other two teams,
but still an average o f 200
students is not good fo r a team
that usually wins. This could
be improved with the (are you
listening Fieldhouse ?) addition
of the idle football bleachers.
The UNH student is too busy
with the “ rites o f spring” (sun,
suds and sex) to take the time
to watch a spring sport, never
mind particiapate in one.
*
*
*
_ The loss o f four o f the var
sity shooters this June has
prompted the coaches and mem
bers o f the rifle team to seek
replacements to strengthen the
“ powderburners.”
UNH has
one o f the best
indoor ranges in New England
and rifles, ammunition and
equipment are supplied by the
University and the combined
ROTC Departments.
Therefore, contrary to opin
ion, there is no cost involved to
the shooter. There must be,
however, on the part o f the indi
vidual, a strong desire to com
pete in a varsity sport that
needs skill and practice.
Unlike many sports, riflery

NEED A HAIRCUT?
UNIVERSITY
BARBER SHOP

does not require that you have
had years of experience; many
of the teams best shooters never
fired a rifle before entering
college.
I f you have any interest
whatsoever in the sport of
riflery, you are invited to a
meeting this coming Monday,
March 6, in the Memorial Union
at 9 p.m.
*
*
*
Track man Red Sullivan re
ceived some coaching this past
week from Al Hall, former
Army weight star. Hall has
noticeably changed Sullivan’s
style in the 35 pound weight
event and the results show a
big increase in distance for Sul
livan.
*

*

*

The name Nick Ide is a
familiar one of baseball coach
Hank Swasey. Back in 1925,
when Swasey started the first
UNH hockey team, Nick Ide
was on the team. Ide’s son is
presently a member o f the var
sity baseball team.
•

*

*

UNH basketball opponents
Dave Koch of MIT and Dave
Thaxter o f Colby have been
named to the New England
Small College all-star basket
ball team.
The University of Pennsyl
vania, The winner of fou r foot
ball post-season games and UN
H lacrosse opponent, has recent
ly included Chess among its
varsity sports.
*
*
*
UNH basketball captain Bob
Bron has been selected to play
in the Hall of Fame All-Star
game, which will be a prelim
inary game to a Celtics playoff
game. The game, which pits
the Greater Boston-Wore ester
all-stars against the New Eng
land all-stars, will be the
seventh annual affair. Expected
to replace three men who led the
well known stars as Jim Hadnot
of Providence College, Skip
Chappelle of Maine and Len
Carlson of UConn. Jay Wil
liams of Trinity will team with
our own Bill Olson to coach the
New England club.
*

*

*

With spring football practice
in the not too distant future,
Chief Boston is going to have
to replace three men ho led the
Yankee Conference this past
season. Dick Mezquita led in
rushing, Bo Dickson in forward
passing and Ed Facey in passes
caught.
*
*
*
The basketball scandals at
UConn last year produced some
changes at that institution.
Athletes are now required to
maintain a 2.0 average. That
may account fo r the fact that
three o f their starting basket
ball five flunked out o f school
after first semester.
Requiring athletes to main
tain a 2.0 average while the
rest of the campus needs a low
er average seems like unfair
discrimination to athletes. UConn is also requiring them to
sign pledges regarding gamb
ling and betting. Such are the
consequences of going big time.

Sports Heelers Wanted
Opportunity for UN H men to learn more
about W ildcat teams, coaches, players, and per
sonalities while learning useful writing skills as
sports heelers for The New Hampshire.
No previous experience necessary.
If interested, contact Pete Randall at The
New Hampshire office at the Memorial Union.
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Sweet Sees Improvement Bron chosen Lacrosse Team Set To Face Tough Slate
In Wildcats Track Fortunes
BY DICK PINGREE

By Bron Shonk
Improvement is the word fo r
the 1962 Varsity and Freshman
Spring Track teams according
to long-time coach Paul Sweet.
Sweet was guardedly optimis
tic about the prospects as he
said that,. “ We will be trying
to even the score with some o f
the teams that beat us last win
ter.”
With prodding, Sweet admit
ted that “ there are many more
boys out for both teams this
year,” and he added that the
Freshman team had good poten
tial, backed by a Winter Track
squad with a solid 3-3 record.
Sweet also made the point
that the UNH track facilities
were “ as good if not 'better than

most o f our opponents.” He
said also, “ There should be
some real fine track up here this
spring, as on May 21, there
will be a varsity tri-meet and a
freshman quandrangular meet.
This may be as good to watch
as an intercollegiate champion
ship, with respect to numbers
entered.”
TheVarsity will bebolstered
by therunning o f John Morse
and the hurdling o f Herb Paul.
Weightmen Red Sullivan and
Walt Fender bring experience
into the weight circle.
Canny broad jumpers Russ
Briggs and Jack Dye figure to
help the team as does vaulter
Dick Clark.
(Continued on Page 8)

Lundholm Faces Rebuilding;
Splaine, Werner Key Golfers
Golf is in the air again this Don Mativier, the state CYO
season as Carl Lundholm’s champ. Lundholm is still not
varsity g olf team begins its sure who will be the seventh
r ffw
■in/Onrto
1962 work outs this week.
W
“ My biggest problem this W jrren Winter and Bob Kanyear,” commented Lundholm
“ The second problem,” Lund
“ will be to replace the gradu
ated seniors, Bill Lockhead, holm continued “ is the late start
Pete Cook and Ruckur Burk. the UNH gets because of the
Lockhead was a two-time New weather.”
England champion and C'ooikj
“ Rhode Island especially gets
made the semi-finals in last a big jump on us.” Lundholm
summer’s NCAA tournament.” also stated that “ if we lose any
Expected to take up some o f matches they will probably be
the slack this year are Co-cap the first few because o f the late
start.”
tains John Splaine and Chuck
In an attempt to get around
Werner. Both were outstand
ing last season as sophomores this problem, Splaine, Kanerva,
and this year Lundholm expects Winter and Kidder have sched
them to be the top two men. uled a trip during vacation to
Also back from last year are Baltimore and then to Florida.
junior Dave Stewart and senior This trip, which will be mostly
fo r pleasure, is similar to the
Jim Winn.
spring trips which many New
The last three places will have England baseball and Lacrosse
to be filled with- newcomers. teams take to prepare fo r the
The best prospects are A1 Kid regular season.
der, who qualified fo r the state
The first scheduled match is
championship last summer, and with Lowell Tech on April 24
and the first home match is with
Connecticut and Bowdoin oni
May 2. Home matches are held!
at the Portsmouth CC.

Coach Foops Snively’s Varsity
Lacosse Team has been work
ing hard nightly at Lewis Field
House in preparation fo r the
Tom Chappelle o f the Uni coming season which gets under
versity of Maine has become the way two weeks from Friday
fourth player in Yankee Con when the Wildcats embark on
ference history to be named to their annual Spring trip.
the league’s first team three
Returning this year are Coyears in a row, it was announc Capts. A1 Klopfer,, a speedy
ed when the conference team as midfielder, and Marty Glennon,
selected by a vote of coaches a rugged defenseman.
Also
lwas
today. Two play- ^ac^-high-scoring Bo Dickson
ers.
? T
m
^l\/l ndfif
*sland
and
one ajong w jth Juniors Jim West,'
nnnU T
»
n
v
w
i nhnc«A
rf«
nvirl
each from
Massachusetts
and
Jim Edgerly, and Duncan Ogg
Connecticut also were selected. pjug g erdon
Fancy, There are
Probably the greatest player the men who the Wildcats will
ever to wear the spangles o f he depending upon fo r much o f
the Black Bears from Orono, their scoring punch.
Chappelle led the conference in
a new goalie is needed this
scoring during his sophomore year with three net-minders,
and junior years but failed by John Aslanian, Howie Yzereski,
two points to repeat this seas- and Gerry Fink battling fo r the
on. An ankle injury forced him job.
to miss one league encounter
The team is now in nightly
and thus the scoring title al split sessions to give Coach
though he did post the best Snively a chance to look over all
average fo r the third time.
candidates and come up with
Gary Koenig, the hard-work- the best possible combination of
ing captain and pivot man o f starters.
the University o f Rhode Island,
A rugged Spring trip is in
was the only other repeater store fo r the Cats as they start
from last year’s team. Koenig, 0n March 31 with CCNY and
a 6-5 senior from Paramus, N. then play seven more games in
J., is the only selectee who could seven days meeting the Long
be classified as a non-scorer island Lacrosse Club, Adelphi,
but the blond rebounder was a Hofstra, Rutgers, Penn., Marydemon o ff the boards and his land, and Washington College
overall play was invaluable to on successive days before re(Continued on Page 8)
turning home to Durham.

All-Star Club

: £ !> ’ >A-'i . r \ h u V:

SENIORS!
PLEASE CALL AND LET US MEASURE
YOU FOR CAP AND GOWN
BEFORE VACATION IF POSSIBLE
No Deposit

76e@olCeye S fofi
BRAD McINTIRE
Durham

Rifle Team Ties for
Fourth ia District

New Hampshire

Last Saturday, the University
o f New Hampshire Rifle Team
tied fo r fourth place honors in
the New England Collegiate
Rifle League Finals held at
Hanscomb Field in Bedford,
Massachusetts.
This match,
which paired off six of New
England’s best college teams
ended a successful season fo r
the UNH sharpshooters.
Even though hampered at the
beginning of the season by a
lack o f interested shooters, UN
H entered the Northern Group
Finals with a 5 and 3 record and
walked away with a victory
which made them eligible fo r
the NECRL Finals.
The meet was won by MIT
with a score o f 1431 out o f a
possible 1500.
Second place
went to Norwich with 1420 fo l
lowed by Northeastern with
1419. UNH and Boston U. were
tied fo r fourth with 1407 and
the Coast Guard Academy was
last with 1404.
High men fo r the Wildcats
were Lew Newsky with 289 out
o f 300 and A1 Dodge with 283
and Ed Merrick with 282.

lacrosse before coming to UNH
and this year only three exper
ienced men are out. According
to Coach Martin, Brian Pool
seems to be the best prospect
along with Stan Blanchard and
Joel Doherty.

The population o f Plainfield,
N. H. exceeded 1000 fo r the
first time since 1910, according
to the last census. Its population in 1960 stood at 1071.

OnCanps JfeShulman
Kith

(Author of “ I Was a Teen-age Dwarf” , “ The M any
Loves of Dobie Gillis” , etc.)

EDUCATIONAL TV: ITS CAUSE
AND CURE
A great deal of nonsense has been written about educational
television. Following is my contribution:
It has been said that television allots no desirable viewing
hours to educational and intellectual programs. This is simply
not so. For instance, you can see “ The Kant and Hegel Hour”
every day at 4 a.m. This excellent show is followed at 5 a.m.
by “ Kierkegaard Can Be Fun.” For such lazy scamps as lie
abed beyond that hour, there is a splendid program on Sunday
mornings at 7:15 called “ Birds of Minnesota, Except Duluth.”
So much for the myth that T V gives no prime time to educa
tional programs. Now let us deflate another canard: that T V
is not eager to inject intellectual content in all its programs.
If you have sat, as I have sat, with a television planning
board, you would know that the opposite is true. I was priv
ileged recently to witness a meeting of two of T V ’s topmost
program developers—both named Binkie Tattersall.
“ Binkie,” said Binkie to Binkie, “ if there is one thing I
am bound and determined, it’s that we’re going to have intel
lectual content in next season’s programs.”
“ Right!” replied Binkie. “ So let us put on our thinking
caps and go to work.”
“ I forgot my thinking cap in Westport,” said Binkie, “ but
I have a better notion: let us light a Marlboro.”
“ But of course!” cried Binkie. “ Because the best way to
think is to settle back and get comfortable, and what is the
cigarette that lets you settle back and get comfortable?”
“ I said Marlboro,” answered Binkie. “ Weren’t you listening?’ ’
“ A full-flavored smoke is Marlboro,” declared Binkie.
“ Rich tobacco, pure white filter, a choice of pack or box.
What is better than a Marlboro?”
“ A Marlboro and a match,” replied Binkie. “ Got one?”
Binkie had, and so they lit their good Marlboros and settled
back and got comfortable and proceeded to cerebrate.
“ First of all,” said Binkie, “ we are going to avoid all the old
cliches. We will have no domestic comedies, no westerns, no
private eyes, no deep sea divers, no doctors, and no lawyers.”
“ R ight!” said Binkie. “ Something offbeat.’!
“ That’s the word—offbeat,” said Binkie.
They smoked and cerebrated.
“ You know,” said Binkie, “ there has never been a series
about the Coast and Geodetic Survey.”
“ Or about glass blowers,” said Binkie.
They fell into a long, torpid silence.
“ You know,” said Binkie, “ there’s really nothing wrong with

a cliche situation—provided, of course, it’s offbeat.”
“ R ight!” said Binkie. “ So let’s say we do a series about a
guy who’s a family man with a whole bunch of lovable kids
who play merry pranks on him.”
“ Yeah, and he’s also a cowboy,'” said Binkie.
“ And a deep sea diver,” said Binkie.
“ With a law degree,” said Binkie.
“ Plus an M .D .,” said Binkie.
“ And he runs a detective agency,” said Binkie.
“ Binkie,” said Binkie to Binkie, “ we’ve done it again!”
They shook hands silently, not trusting themselves to speak,
and lit Marlboros and settled back to relax, for Marlboro is a
cigarette not only for cerebration, but for settling back with
in fact, for all occasions and conditions, all times and climes,
all seasons and reasons, all men and women.
11962 Max Shulman

DANTE’S
Italian Sandwich
Shop
CATERING
Monday - Thursday
11:00 a.m. - 1x00 p.m.
4:30 p.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Friday - Sunday
4:30 pm. - 12:00 p.m.
DELIVERY of SANDWICH
ORDER of FIVE or MORE
10 Jenkins Ct. Durham, N. H.
UN 8-2712

With many New Hampshire
students living in New York
T
o
C
o n f e r e n c e
and New Jersey, the Cats will
be looking forward to support
from those home on vacation
and those students will have a
chance fo r a preview o f this
year’s club.
For the Freshmen, Coach
Pepper Martin has issued the
call fo r lacrosse players. Most
Freshmen have never played

Cool, clean Old Spice After Shave Lotion always
gets you off to a fast, smooth start. Feels just as
good between shaves as it does offer shaving.
Rates A-OK with dates. 1.25 and 2.00 plus tax.
h

u

L T

o

rsi

AFTER SHAVE
LOTION

This colum n is sponsored — som etim e'
makers o f Marlboro, who invite you to
cigarettes, available in king-size pack
tobacco counters in all 50 states.

'ously— by the
their fine filter
hip-top box at
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R O T C N o te s
Master Sergeant Edison E.
Temple, senior enlisted instruc
tor with the Arm y ROTC in
Durham, New Hampshire, was
the outstanding soldier o f the
month fo r the X III US Army
Corps.
Arm y men from all over New
England competed at Fort
Devens, Massachusetts, Thurs
day fo r this honor. Selection
was based upon professional
knowledge, appearance and abil
ity.
Sergeant Temple and his wife,
Jeannette, reside at Old Colony
Road, Durham.
A t a recent meeting, the
Pershing rifles Society held
elections fo r new officers and
planned activities fo r the rest
o f the semester. Elected to office
were: Operations officer, Hank
Bergson; Finance and Supply
Officer, Gil Blackmann; Adju
tant, W alt Thyng; First Ser
geant and (acting) Command
ing Officer, Gordon Lee; Platoon
Sergeant and (acting) Exec
utive Officer, Dave Kenyon; and
Public Information Officer, Paul
Rayton.
Plans fo r the semester in
clude the continuation o f sport
parachute jumping, shooting

high-power rifles at the Oyster
River range, the Regimental
Drill Meet in Boston, and the
annual cook-out late in the sem
ester.
Meetings will he held every
Thursday afternoon at 4:00 p.m.
in Hewitt Hall. Anyone in
terested in finding out more about Pershing Rifles and the
organization at UNH is in
vited to attend the next meet
ing and talk with the present
members.

Track . . .
(Continued from page 7)
The Freshmen are led by 440
and 220 runner Dick Perry and
by 100 yarder Jack Higgins.
Don Dean, Hal Fink and Jeff
Reneau should dominate the
middle-distance and distance
running fo r the Kittens.
The field events have Herb
Shaw competing in the high
jump, and the pole vault. Shaw
will also work with W ally John
son in the broad jump.
Perhaps the best potential is
in Ron Dean, an up-and-com
ing hammer thrower. Dean was
a sprinter before he came to
UNH, but Coach Sweet has pac
ed him in the weight circle
with hoped-for success.

Seminar Runs Today 65 Cents
On Soviet Development (Continued from
Dr. Kurt Rosenbaum, De
partment o f History at the
University o f New Hampshire,
will lead the March 22 Seminar
of the Social Science Division.
The subject fo r the Seminar,
which will take place at 4 p.m.
in Room 101 o f Hamilton Smith,
is “ The Economic Development
o f the Soviet.”
On April 12, at 4 p.m. in
Hamilton Smith 101, Professor
William Nicholls, Chairman of
the Department of Government
and Business of Vanderbilt Un
iversity, will lead a Seminar on
“ The Impact o f American For
eign Trade Policy on Develop
ing Economies.” Professor Nic
holls is one o f the best known
students in the field o f agri
cultural economics and is a
specialist in both the agriculture
o f the American south and of
Brazil.

Photo Conference
Learning 'Portraiture
For Profit’ at MUB

This week, Monday through
Friday, the Photographers A s
sociation of New England and
the Extension Service of the
(Continued From Page 7)
University o f New Hampshire
the Rams. Usually forced to are sponsoring a conference en
give away height to opposing titled “ Modern Portraiture for
centers, Koenig set a new More Profit.”
school record fo r rebounding
Mr. F. J. Sullivan o f Derry,
this year.
N.H., director of the conference,
Rodger Twitchell, a 6-5 soph and Mr. Lewis Daniels, Master
omore, who paced the Univer o f Photography, o f Norway,
sity o f Massachusetts to its
Maine and secretary - treasur
first conference championship;
er of the conference, designate
Lenny Carlson, scrappy backthe purpose o f the Institute to
court man from Connecticut,
advance knowledge and skill
and Charlie Lee, Rhode Island
in the operation of portrait stu
Junior and leading scorer in
dies in the New England area.
the conference, were other first
Topics being discussed this
team selections.
The second team is comprised week are Portraiture o f Chil
of Mike Mole o f Massachusetts; dren, Women and Birds, Por
Men, Technical
Dave Ricereto of Rhode Island, traiture of
Bob Bron o f New Hampshire, Know-How, Sales, and Recep
tion
Room
Techniques.
The pro
Dick Ader o f Vermont and
gram has been designed to give
Andy Czuchry o f Connecticut.
careful instruction in business
Many residents o f the west problems as well as those o f
ern portion o f the state o f New a creative and technical nature.
The course is limited to pro
Hampshire are still unaccus
tomed to calling UNH by its fessional photographers who
correce name, preferring in will receive a certificate o f ach
stead to call it New Hampshire ievement from the University
State, or, in some areas, Deu- upon successful completion of
the course.
ham College.

Bob Bron ...

SPEND YOUR

H O L ID A Y S
I N r T H E * W O R L D ’S

M O ST EXCITIN G CITY
M

The world's most famous YMCA invites
you to its special holiday programs.
Clean, comfortable and inexpen*
sive accommodations for young
men and groups of all sizes are
available
_■ Rates: $2.5'0-$2.60 single; $4.00- $4.20 double.

Write Residence Director for Folder

WILLIAM SLOANE
HOUSE Y.M.C.A.
3 5 6 West 34th St. (nr Ninth Ave.)
lew York, N.Y. Phone: OXford 5-5133
(One Block From Penn S tation)

SIC FLICS
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Panelists Score Lack of
Alumni Support For UNH

Week Series. It is not surpris
ing that this is so, fo r in this
Bergman has handled violence
with precision and the wily in
(Continued from page 1)
nocence o f a young Sweedish
girl with painfully convincing be fiscally responsible to the
sensitivity. One world serves state government, but should
to describe this film well. be academically free.
A question about the rapid
Strong. 4.0.
turnover o f UNH administra
The Three Faces o f Eve tors caused Dean Knapp to ob
(Tues.) This is the starting serve that the University could
movie about a young Georgia use a much higher degree o f
housewife with three distinct support from alumni, parents,
personalities. One,the quiet and and students.
“ UNH administrators are all
colorless home - body; two, the
sexy, amoral vamp; and third alone when the showdowns come
a happy combination o f both. up in Concord. Peopl^ seem to
Joanne Woodward plays her just sit back and wait to see
part convincingly. Lee J. Cobb how things come out,” he said.
“ And generally we’ve come
is the sympathetic psychiatrist.
Very well handled recommend out pretty well,” he added.
“ UNH will live or die by the
ed fo r all psych majors. 3.6.
p u b l i c treatment it gets,”
Separate Tables: (W ed.) The O’Neill cautioned.
setting is ideal fo r a character
Cites Differences
study an old Victorian sea-side
In depth examination o f “ The
hotel. David Niven and Deb Role o f the State University”
orah Kerr turn in excellent per was largely confined to the in
formances; Miss Kerr who is troductory remarks made by
insecure and dominated by her the panelists at the outset o f
mother falls in love with Niven, the evening.
an Army officer who covers up
The state university differs
his cowardly career with lies
and molests women in theatre from the private university in
houses to top it off. The movie three major respects, according
is actually two stories in one, to Dean Knapp. First, the state
the second one being o f Rita university has an “ area market
Hayworth and Burt Lancaster orientation” which private in
who have been discovered but stitutions do not have.
Two, basic research is becom
have neglected to fall out of
love with each other. An in ing increasingly a function o f
teresting story and an unusual state universities, and is be
ly potent cast combine to make coming increasingly important
in the realm o f graduate study.
this an excellent show. 3.5.
Thirdly, the state universities
The Spirit of St. Louis: have a distinct leadership func
(Thurs.) James Stuart stars as tion in their respective states,
Charles Lindbergh and por in such fields as cooperative ex
trays his history-making flight tension programs, industrial
over the Atlantic o f .1927. Des cooperative programs, and the
pite the fact that we all know like which private institutions
how it ended, this story has a do not have.
Dr. Nicoloff added three more
great deal o f suspense and
drama to it. The story is fascin factors which make the role of
ating in its adherence to detail the state university distinct
in the construction o f the plane from that o f the private uni
and the landmarks over which versity.
Stress Flexibility
Lindbergh flew as well as in
One is that state universities,
its depiction o f the details of
since they are not so deeply re
dress and setting. 3.3.
liant upon tuition fees, are able
Carry On Nurse; (F ri.) The to be more selective than many
wacky goings on in a British private colleges and universi
hospital provide enough humor ties who must maintain full en
and satire to last you all dur rollment or face fiscal ruin.
On the other side of the coin,
ing the vacation. The hospital
patients all declare war on the according to Dr. Nicoloff, state
nurses and staff. The comedy universities are able to gear
that follows comes from some themselves to educate a broader
insane situations and from a number o f better young minds.
State universities like UNH
very well selected cast and able
direction o f forty-odd charac can give college level training
ters. One of the best comedys to the top 40 per cent o f high
seen on either side o f the Atlan school graduates, while many
private colleges set themselves
tic lately. 3.5.
up to only provide education to
the top five per cent group.
A second distinction made
by Dr. Nicoloff is that o f the
economic advantage offered by
The “ Medieval W orld” , a attending a state university.
photographic exhibit assembled This amounts to a virtual privi
by Life magazine depicting the lege, he said.
climate
of
medievalism in
Another distinction is that,
Central Europe is on view in fo r the state university, the
Gallery “ B” , Paul Creative Arts entire state is campus.
Center through March 30.
Dr. Nicoloff noted that a
The exhibit illustrates the fourth distinction _maybe, and
cultural
growth o f Central often is, made. This contention
Europe from the Feudal Period is that the state university must
to the beginning of the Renais teach whatever the contempor
sance.
ary views are within the state.
Claiming to be a strong be
Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to
10 p.m. Monday through Friday, liever in education, O’Neill said
1 to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sun that the state university could
be no better than the quality of
day.

PAC Show

RED’S SHOE BARN

the public schools which are
feeding students in to it.
Missed Boat on UNH
“ There are serious shortcom
ings in New H a m p s h i r e
schools,” he said.
“ We have missed the boat
here at UNH in the past few
years,” he noted, “ hut we have
made some improvements and
we have a long way to go.”
Commenting on the role o f
UNH in the state, he said: “ The
sky’s the limit.”
He also said that he expected
the role of the two state teach
ers colleges to change. They
likely will become state col
leges, but with continued heavy
stress on teacher training.
The Inquirers is a student
group within the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship. Faculty
adviser to the group is Dr.
Richard Dewey, who served as
moderator at last evening’s ses
sion.
Plans call fo r another panel
discussion shortly under aus
pices o f The Inquirers which
will feature a group o f foreign
students in a discussion of the
Burdick and Lederer book “ The
U gly American” .
Spokesmen fo r The Inquirers
stated last night that Rep. King
would be invited to appear on
another panel later in the
spring.

"Noon Wine”
(Continued from Page 1)
wrote it, including dialogue be
tween characters and a narrator
who presents and maintains the
author’s point o f view, Noon
Wine is an impeccable produc
tion.” he wrote.
With such acclaim as this,
it appears evident that a visit
to Johnson Theater this week
end would be well worth the
time and money. Ticket reser
vations may be made by calling
the Drama Dept, office, Ext.
370.

Wildcat Skiers
Rate Third In
Eastern Rankings
The UNH ski team completed
another highly sucessful season
by placing third in the Eastern
Championships at Norwich Un
iversity on March 2-3.
Finishing ahead of the Wild
cats were Dartmouth and Middlebury. On the previous week
end at the Middlebury Winter
Carnival, UNH again finished
third behind these two clubs.
Top men fo r UNH in these
two meets, and throughout tb
year, were Ned McSherry an*
Ted Morris.
A t Norwich, Co-Captain M
Sherry placed sixth in the si
lorn and jump, twelfth in thj
downhill and fourteenth in t'
cross country. Junior Morr
was fifth in the jump, tenth ij
the slalom and twenty first
the downhill. They were four
and fifth, respectively, in t
skimiester ratings.
Others who placed well fi
UNH were
Co-Captain Bj
Kimball, seventeenth in t'
cross country, and Bill Per
twentieth in the cross coun
and twenty second in the ju

Factory Rejects and Cancellations
of Famous Brand Shoes

“If it’s all right with you Captain,
I think I’ll drop R.O.T.C.”

Largest Showing of Campus
Shoes in Area

IG A I^ E T T E S
E> MYERS TOBACCO CO.

21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES'
G E T W IT H T H E G R A N D P R IX . . . EN TER TODAY, EN TER IN C ESS A N T LY !

35 Broadway

Dover, N. H.
Open 9-9

C h e ss Tournei
The Games Committee o f
Student Union Organizatioi
holding its annual Chess Toi
ament March 25-26 from 71
11 p.m. in the Belknap Rooi
the Memorial Union. Sigi
sheets are posted in the gaj
area and at the reception
in the Union. A ll those plani|
to enter must have signec
by March 22.
Coffee will he served
8 to 9 on both nights.

